BME 200

• Planning
  - TA panel Nov 8? Sounds like a plan…
  - would you like the LaTeX exercise? Will post
    (meanwhile get it yourselves BME200 2010 9/30)
  - when are your rotation talks: December 1, 2011

• Next Assignment: due Sun Nov 6 (midnight):
  Sat Nov 12

Critique/contrast two posters from Faculty of 1000 site based on presentation-relevant criteria based on research content based on what audience you feel this is appropriate for = 2-3 pages (single-spaced), include a bit of context by citing literature (pick a topic you feel familiar with)

BME 200

Instructions in a nutshell:

• Pick two posters about pretty much the same thing* so you can compare them (use e.g. keywords)
  *thing: of the two aspects:
  (1) specific aim/question; (2) analysis method
  I would imagine one to be identical, one similar

• Choose from similar conferences if possible - more important/interesting, though, choose a subject area where you are familiar with recent literature (or Interested in reading up for the assignment) so you can cite & add context (in research part)
Instructions in a nutshell (cont.)

• **Divide your report** into two main parts (presentation| research), think of the first part as a narrative evaluation and of the second as a news&views (mini-)piece.

• **Be specific/explicit** with respect to the criteria you are applying (remember to take target audience into consideration - either by recommending what “type”, or by commenting how (in/)appropriate the conference was where the conference was presented

• **Ideally** you would find one bad and one good poster (but the other selection criteria are more important)